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Preface
Yo dudes!
You’re now gonna read something absolutely mad, unique, specific and, of
course, extremely informative being spiced with some pranks, kidding,
and—to a particular extent—with some degree of common sense! We—as
the HOOKUPGEEK’s team of experts—are gonna shed much light on the
way the modern dating functions, how it’s been established, and how
you’re gonna succeed in search of the best and the horniest experiences.
What’s more, we’re not actually gonna pour unnecessary f— boring info
over you to make you feel like hell when reading all this stuff. So, you’re
expecting now the most unexpected and weird anti-research on the
contemporary adult dating and hookup!
Why a
 nti-research? Just because this fab-flippin-tastic investigation ain’t
gonna fill your sexy brain with the unnecessary god-knows-what-for stuff!
BUT: using the scientific date, we’re gonna present it in the most amusing
manner! Only facts, only fun, only real and efficient hints to guide you in
the complicated world of online dating and hookup! So, kick all the
rubbish off your head and enjoy this facismashing anti-research! You’re
gonna have the most unique data at your disposal to have the habinar
success to pick the best matches!

Respectfully and hornily yours,
HOOKUPGEEK’s Dating Experts Team and Evan Browns, a
HOOKUPGEEK’s Digital Marketer,
xxx
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Penetration… Sorry, Introduction!

So, welcome, yay? Yep, y’all are always welcome! HOOKUPGEK’s gonna
start it all right away, so that you’ll be having the most fantastic time!
Let’s go!

About HOOKUPGEEK: A Short History And Essence Of Work
We’re sure that you’ve always gone mad about the way how
HOOKUPGEEK is built and how it works to deliver the best and the most
credible product. Yep, we’re gonna disclose everything, so that you’ll
leave all of your doubts behind (of course, if you dared to have any, lol!).
So, in this section, we’re gonna show you everything!
Well, HOOKUPGEEK has always been a reviewer of the dating websites
of different categories. Being run in 2018, the company has already
succeeded to gain numerous audiences and provide them with the
reviews of the most cutting-edge dating sites, hookup apps, and
webcam sites. So, in other words, we’ve been assisting y’all to sort out
the best ones from the haggling options. And, yep, we’ve been doing it
in the most hair brain style to keep you tuned!
HOOKUPGEEK’s team of professionals is known to come across the
websites in such a way that we critically assess them by providing you
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not only with the text version of our opinion but also with the visual
representations of our unique so-called hookup rate of each particular
service we’ve come through. After we have collected all the necessary
data, we go arrange the real life dates to prove that a peculiar website
either contains credible profiles to hook up and/or date or fakes you as if
you’re an absolute dummy or a moron.
You may also wonder what the hell it means when they say ‘a dating
expert’! Right you are, since this is quite a reasonable issue to discuss. Of
course, there is quite no college or university to have such professionals
graduated. BUT! Our beloved experts, and you know their
names—Jessica Walker, Adam Evans, and Ann Henley—are real experts
in everything related to adult industry. How? Heh, that’s easy! We’ll let
you know some private info of our experts in adult life. Thus,
★ Jessica Walker is a professional and diplomated family
psychologist and sexologist. Possessing a Master’s degree, she is
able to assess all of the conditions, which the dating apps and
sites are based on. In addition, Jessica was an excellent student of
Mayo Clinic School of Medicine and Johns Hopkins University.
What is more, Jessica is an experienced dater, for her Master’s
thesis was devoted to the contemporary online dating, its
particularities, and mechanisms. She’s known to have had about
350 dates arranged, and she can truly evaluate the dating services;
★ Adam Evans is a sex therapist by profession and occupation.
Having his MD–PhD degree, he used to work as a reproductive
health specialist. Also, Adam was engaged in the Family
Counselling field. Thus, he knows everything about dating,
camming, and hookup;
★ Ann Henley h
 as joined HOOKUPGEEK’s dating experts team not
that long ago, but has already superinduced numerous fresh ideas
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and creative approaches, so that HOOKUPGEEK is on the new
road to evolve. Ann’s profession is also a psychologist and a sex
therapist, so she is indeed aware of what the adults are looking for
when dating and hooking up.
Working under the creative direction of Evan Browns—yep, that
bearded and stylish pretty boy, who you can get in touch via the
HOOKUPGEK’s contacts tab—the dating experts team’s work is getting
more and more engaging and professional! So, this is actually why
you’re now reading this holy piece of writing designed specially for you,
our beloved and most respected readers!

HOOKUPGEEK’s Datingology
Disclaimer: please, kindly don’t think that HOOKUPGEEK’s gone nuts to
invent our own science but we had no other choice, as we approach all
this seriously! Yep, we despise those phony and dummy reviewers who
write just another nonsense to fill the cyberspace. Moreover, because of
our serious approach, you’ll be able to distinguish between the ham
sammich persons and ham and egger ones who you can meet when
using the dating apps and websites.
So, datingology is coming now! We bet
you’d’ve guessed already which two words
this one’s been coined from. So, to put it
clear and literally, this is just our informal
and (for now) unacknowledged science
studying the matters related to dating.
Yeah, we’re a
 vowing it and clearly
communicate that no one has
acknowledged our science, but we’re honestly taking a shit and giving a
f— to it all, for we have some other purposes and we don’t need any
titles and honors!
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Well, HOOKUPGEEK’s Datingology is aimed to,
● let y’all dudes know which dating websites and apps are
particularly great and which of them are nothing else but just
another holy shit to avoid;
● provide you with the greatest range of choice of the webcams
which ain’t no thing but a chicken wing and which are to hornify
you to the most best thing since sliced bread extent;
● ensure that you’re given the fan-fucking-tastic hints on dating and
hooking up to catch the best cuties ever;
● deliver you the most f— unexpected and—along with this—the
most credible insights on the info associated with a particular
dating service (either it is a site or an app); and
● create your mood in such a way that it’d become off the heezy
fosheezy and ensured you the greatest and the most curious
sexual experiments with no negative consequences ever!
Yay, as you might’ve noticed, HOOKUPGEEK is gonna take all the
possible care of you, so that you ain’t ever gonna have any troubles with
dating another kinky chick or a guy—hey, yeah, we’re acting regardless
of the norms and traditions, so we tolerate merely any sexual preference
you may come up with! This is why we’ve created datingology. Scroll
down, and you’re gonna find out what secrets it hides and which details
no other reviewer could disclose—but we can! Don’t listen to any other
reviewers—they’re all f— fakes—only HOOKUPGEEK’s gonna let ya taste
the pleasure!

HOOKUPGEEK’s A
 nti-Research: What Is It All About?
As you might’ve already noticed, this is a real anti-research, since we
don’t use that boring scholar language and are aimed to light your way
to sexual satisfaction up! What’s more, datingology is not an officially
acknowledged science, so the research we’ve conducted can’t actually
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be a f— official one—but still it ain’t deprived of cool cat professionals’
contribution!
Hence, what we used to create it all? About 200 sites and apps were
analyzed by us, around 50 000 profiles of these sites and apps’ users
were considered, and no more than 100,000 users’ reviews were
collected to evaluate everything! Thus, within this anti-research you’re
gonna find out much of the holy shit stuff to admire about that like
namely,
★ super credible and up-to-date stats on everything related to
dating;
★ super duper up the yin-yang facts to be funky monkey;
★ real and working hints on how to succeed in dating;
★ efficient pieces of advice on how to get the most unbearable
satisfaction;
★ effective insights about the sex-up ideas for dates, users’ motives
for using dating and hookup apps and websites;
★ really gorgeous and unique guide on how to pick up the best
adult dating services, distinguish between the real and fake
profiles and how to present yourself to hook up the best matches
ever.
As we showed you who are our experts are, you’ll have the assistance of
the most professional users of dating services, so that you can really (!!!)
count for their assistance right within this HOOKUPGEEK’s
anti-research.

Credibility And Authority Of HOOKUPGEEK’s A
 nti-Research
Yep, this is just a reasonable section to cover, for—as our reader and as a
possible user of the dating services—you gotta really be sure that you
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can trust us! So, these are the reasons why you can follow our hints and
examples,
★ when reading any of the reviews we’ve elaborated for you, you can
make your own judgements and come up with your own
conclusions about a particular dating or webcam service;
★ we assess all the most important and impacting features of the
sites and pay attention not only to the prices and design (as those
dummy reviewers do) but to the security, presence of scam,
hidden fees, and, of course, to the credibility of the profiles;
★ we arrange the real dates and compare if the profile owner has
the same appearance in reality as they exhibited online;
★ we do not cooperate with neither of the websites, which we
review, for our mission is some more different—that’s not all about
ads, since we have no professionals in this domain; and, finally,
★ we’re just a team of the f— off the heezy fo’ sheezy persons, who
just adore the job they’re performing and give everything to it!
So, there is no one who’d’ve been better than we, as we’re snoochie
boochies!

Aim Of The Anti-Research
We guess, it’d be quite reasonable to
communicate both the aims
HOOKUPGEEK is to fulfill and the aims,
which you, our beloved reader, may have to
read this f— sugar honey ice tea
anti-research! So, HOOKUPGEEK’s coming
first, and we’re sharing o
 ur main purposes
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to have this all stuff investigated and written,
★ we’re standing for the horniest and the most pleasant experiences
our readers are expected to have;
★ we want each of the readers we have to obtain the best
impressions out of hooking up and dating online;
★ we ourselves adore getting engaged in some passionate affairs to
get the greatest and Jesus-made-it gratification;
★ we aim to disclose every part of our experience we have gained
through all these years so that you’d be really equipped and
armed with the tools to detect the scam and to use only the
credible websites;
★ we have a purpose to improve the overall quality of the dating
apps and sites to stop this evolving negative trend of having all the
users scammed.
As our reader (we do acknowledge, we love you more than heaven), you
can have the following purposes why you gotta read all this crazy-man
stuff which is being weird is not deprived of making your dick hard! So,
you are likely to have the following purposes,
★ you’re exhausted of those f— experiments with
me-don’t-know-what to grab the best dating site or hookup app;
★ you’ve wasted much dough for the online services, which showed
you nothing else but the stupid blah-blah-blah and bot based
profiles;
★ you’re in need of some sexual relations but it’s quite complicated
to find them in the real life;
★ you’d be eager to have some serious ties if you’d’ve found at least
any real person on one of those innumerable dating and hookup
sites.
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Yay! Clapping! Our purposes are so similar so that you’re always
welcome to step ahead and grab the most spiffylicious facts and actions
to complete after reading the ideas by HOOKUPGEEK! So, give us your
hands, and we’ll have it all together, you know!

Possible Application Of The Results
As any research—even the one, which’d be referred to with the prefix
anti- —is supposed to possess at least any application. Otherwise, what
on earth is the point of the writing!? So, regardless of the fact that this is
just slamming beginning, and we’ve not told you anything special, we’d
love to propose you the way in which you’re gonna use the data we’ll
have shared with you!
★ you will forget about any scam you used to have when you didn’t
read us;
★ you’ll be deprived of any negative impressions of the dating
process, ‘cause you’re gonna have the most successful and
mind-boggling experiences ever;
★ you’ll never have that awful waste of time and money for the fake
dating and hookup services, as we’re gonna show you how to
avoid it all; and, finally,
★ you’ll just be having the most everlasting pleasure whenever you
want to, as you’ll know how to detect the scam and fraud and how
to bran the credibility only!
So, we bet, you’re gonna love these ways of our results’ application, and
by the time you have finished the reading of this holy masterpiece, you’ll
have arranged innumerable number of successful dates and you’ll have
had the mind-boggling alluring experiences! Yep, HOOKUPGEEK
guarantees!
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The Theory Of Online Dating

Right here, we’re setting in motion! Yay, right here, you’re gonna figure it
out all secrets and mechanisms of work of the dating websites and apps,
as well as the main components of the websites to gate and hookup to
refer them to the credible ones. In addition, we’re supposed to shed
some light on the typology of the dating sites and show you the key
differences, which you are to know when hooking up and dating! So,
you’re gonna be a guru of the dating field of your life! Thus, in such a
way, we’re not bearing down on the way the online dating works! Oh,
how many great and funny facts has HOOKUPGEEK found out! We’re
gonna get it all across in such a way that you’ll admire every detail!

Online Dating: How It Works
Online Dating In The Us Explained is the
article being located on HOOKUPGEEK’s
official website, and it is believed to serve
the basic function of familiarizing y’all with
the preliminary research by HOOKUPGEEK.
So, we’re sure you’ve read it already, and still
you’d’ve had some questions left unanswered. Yep, in this section, we’ll
give you everything away! So, don’t just go after your success in adult
dating and hookup—but p
 ossess it strongly and hard!
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Online Dating In The US Explained caused our readers to get engaged
in so f— many discussions, so we’ve decided to expand the article from
the site and enrich it with even more details, so we’re publishing it right
here! Yay-yay! Everything what HOOKUPGEEK has gone over will be
conversed in the experiences which we’re posting here for you
exclusively, our beloved reader!
Datingology and its theory have not been evolved to the super-duper
great extent, yet, but we’ve done much to enrich this all bang up job
with the tastiest and the most off the heezy fo' sheezy and like whoa
details! Remember that we ain’t gonna get y’all stuffed with the boring
info—only the most cutting-edge details and facts!
So, we include the following into the datingology theory,
★ the classification of the sites and apps based on dough you’re
supposed to pay or not;
★ the presence of the additional features to make you jerk off more
and more (if, say, the site contains a webcam shows tab, what’d
you do, then?);
★ the psychology of the datings sites and apps and their users, so
that you’ll know how to present yourself and how to detect the
deceit of the other users;
★ fakes and their detection when using the adult dating and
hookup sites and apps; and
★ so many other f— great things to explore!
We’re sure you wanna know it all, since if you don’t you can’t count for
any success in dating and, thus, you ain’t gonna have any cool sex with
the horniest cuties you’d’ve hooked up using one of the websites!
Finally, we’re gonna (as we gotta) hold you back from committing any
indiscretions when dating online! So, truly count for the most protected
dating and hookup online now!
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Matchmaking Principle
One of the most important things, which each and every dating and
hookup services are to possess is the matchmaking system being built
in the work of the sites. What is it? Why is it necessary and important?
How does it all work? HOOKUPGEEK’s gonna let you know everything!
Matchmaking principle is the mechanism of finding the best match for
you in the course of search you enable. In other words, when you’re
looking over the search engine used for eliciting the profiles on the site
or app, you can be eager to insert different filters to pick up the users
who you’d really like. In this case, matchmaking mechanism is gonna
expose you to the matches based on your search.
Another mode, in which the matchmaking principle can work, is analysis
of what you have filled out in your profile to compare it all with the other
users’ profiles. So, if you thought you’d filled it all in just for fun or for any
other purpose, you’d be mistaken. The most credible dating websites
use all of your data from the profile in order to make your search not
only the most resultative but also the most sensitive. To put it clear, for
instance, you, say, insert that you’re 35 y.o. and you’re looking for a
person aged between 30 y.o. and 35 y.o. It means that you’re passing out
the information not only to the user who can eventually come across
your profile but also to the website’s matchmaking system to let
generate more suitable results, while the scam dating sites just put you
down and enlist hell-knows-what just to make up an illusion of the
multifaceted accounts at your disposal.
With the most reputable dating websites and apps, the matchmaking
system works efficiently and is characterized by the following traits to
admire,
★ it cannot be just jejune and be based only on a couple of filters like
gender and age;
15
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★ it should make you fill in more and more in your profile in order to
expand the area of search;
★ the credible websites’ matchmaking principle is called to ensure
that after you enable the search, you’re gonna have hundreds of
users’ accounts to look through and be able to make your choice;
★ some of the most advanced and top notch matchmaking systems
can also work on the principle of matching you and your
hypothetical partner using your hoopy photos you both uploaded
to the database of an app or a site for dating;
★ there are also such examples of the apps, which tend to match
you with the persons who are either located next to you or the
ones, who have at least once visited the same place as you did
(this is literally a geolocation principle of matchmaking).
So, it may all seem cool but the matchmaking
mechanism is the best and the foremost
aspect for you to undergo scam! Did you ever
know that,
★ about 50% of all dating services fake their
matchmaking system to provide you
with the numerous profiles as a search
result but only 3% of them would be
really based on your search filters;
★ approximately 75% of all the credible dating services (both sites
and apps) do fake the results of the matchmaking if it is based on
geolocation;
★ only 2 out of 10 dating services ensure that you are exposed to
really credible and trustworthy matchmaking results.
If you’re asking yourself now why they tend to do so, we have a
response! Yep, HOOKUPGEEK has already examined too many sites and
apps and we can’t put up with the fake results, as they serve as a real
16
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chance to hook someone up to have sex! In other words, by running
such fake matchmaking systems, they just make another illusion for you
but do absolutely hold you back from any success to arrange another
night of lustful experiences. Maybe, this is one of the reasons you jerk off
much more often than you have real sex with the dating and hookup
sites’ users! Think it of!
So, the reasons for this negative situation are quite numerous, and we’re
gonna single out some most significant ones,
★ the dating sites and apps don’t actually have so many profiles
located in a particular region or area, but they’re supposed to
retain the users and, thus, provide them with the illusion of
numerous profiles;
★ the numerous fake profiles, which can be presented on a
particular website or app, are not equipped with the necessary
and suffice info, so they do not always emerge as a part of the
search or matchmaking;
★ in case if you don’t find what you have been looking for when
matchmaking, you’ll need to prolong your membership, and thus,
the websites earn (thanks God, not all of them are like that).
So, you know now how this is all tricky, and how you can get your wallet
wasted by the apps and sites, which would give you nothing but
another holy shit. But! Your salvation is here! HOOKUPGEEK is gonna
give you all the necessary data to avoid such awful situations! Keep on
reading this a
 nti-research, and you’re gonna find out everything!
Geolocation Principle
Some of the websites and apps tend to apply the principle of
geolocation-based search (geolocation matchmaking), since it once
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used to be a real revolution in dating industry! So, what is it about and
how does it all work?
★ you gotta enable your geolocation on your mobile device to show
your real location (please, mind that in case if you’re running a
VPN app, you’re gonna confuse the matchmaking process, and
you’ll get the persons, who live in the area, which your VPN is
turned on for;
★ the geolocation with such apps like Tinder or Blendr as well as the
principle of swiping will allow you find someone by watching their
photos, however, you’ll be exposed to the photos based on the
closest location of the profiles to you;
★ some of the apps like B
 umble w
 ill ensure that you will see not only
the persons located next to you, but also the ones, who have once
visited the same places as you did (herein, the parks,
supermarkets, and so on are meant).
So, by using the principle of geolocation it
is quite possible to find someone, who
you’d fall in love with or have just
sex—everything depends on your
intentions. In any case, be sure to have
brought satisfaction to your both or how
many of you are gonna have it all, lol?
The main thing you gotta keep in mind is
that you’d know what kind of matchmaking is more suitable for you,
and you’ll have much success. Just read HOOKUPGEEK’s reviews and
this anti-research within this Datingology project to hook up who you
want to! As soon as you get your perfect alternative, you’re gonna have
even more frivolous and romantic freedom to arrange the top notch
dates and have marvelous sex with all the cuties who you’d prefer!
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Personal Data
Of course, we’re gonna share some more detailed information on the
personal data of yours and its security—but it’s really gonna be some
later on. Here, we’d love to show you the matter of your personal data to
be inserted in your profile for the better use of the search engine. So,
how hookup sites and d
 ating apps work from the point of view of the
personal data you’re gonna share there? This current HOOKUPGEEK’s
project on Datingology is gonna let you know everything! Keep on
reading and just slowly scroll down!
So, why are you asked to intromit some personal data, which you may
sometimes think ain’t suitable or just a secret?
★ you assist the search engine to pick up the best matches for you;
★ you ensure that the persons, who can come across your profile can
find out more about you to understand if they need to carry on
communication with you (the same concerns when you are gonna
read the profiles of the other persons);
★ by inserting your sexual preferences (even the most
mind-boggling ones) you’re expected to catch the horniest fish to
save up your time and affords;
★ as a part of your personal data, you will have to upload your photos
(some of the most advanced dating websites and apps can
matchmake you on the basis of your photos).
Hence, your personal data are much important, and you want to know
much more, you gotta go on, okie dokie? Yay, pass by this Datingology’s
subsection to grab some more interesting facts! Datingology’s only
gonna start off! We’re gonna gonna piss about here!
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Dating Sites Typology
So, we’re moving on further to the most passionate and intricate part of
this section—to the dating sites (and apps) typology, which we decided
to include within Datingology science we’ve made up! First off, you
gotta catch on that in case if you’re make any attempts to find the
dating sites types, you’ll obviously lose ‘cause regardless of much info on
the web, they’re not gonna give you any types of the sites but only the
f— ads of a particular app or site who they’re in agreement with. But as
you’re already plugged into Datingology, you can be sure that
HOOKUPGEEK rocks, and you’re merely impossible to lose with us! Only
winners go with HOOKUPGEEK, and if you’re here, you’re already a
successful winner!
So, we tend to distinguish the dating sites and apps types being based
on some of the most important aspects of their functioning. Also, to our
surprise, damn it, there are many users who don’t clearly understand
what dating is and how online dating gotta be used to gain the utter
success!
What Is Online Dating
Online dating is quite an easy term to
understand. Yep, it’s nothing else but the
process of getting acquainted with
persons with the purpose of having either
romantic ties or casual sex, or even both.
However, you gotta connect the dots
between the regular online dating (and
online dating apps) as well as between
the hookup sites and apps. Since, hookup is some different from the
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online dating, you’d better have a look at what hookup is not to be like
Billy,
★ hookup presupposes that you directly make hints or propose
having some more than just that boring romance and all;
★ hookup—sometimes oppositely to online dating—can be limited
to online horny chatting with one or more persons using the
horny stuff as the main point of communication;
★ hookup can lead only to casual sex with no serious relations to be
evolved;
★ the users who are in search of hookup don’t usually try to sound
respecting, calm or romantic—oppositely, they can write you the
stuff like DTF meaning “down to f—” or “I wanna you be hot and
bothered by my lil’bro”, so if you’re looking for any kind of
romance, you’d not find it with the hookup sites, since there, all
the communication tends to be limited to the some pretty bad f—
karma users, you know, lol.
So, it’s all up to ya, since we all look for something which would either be
opposite to us (we do want something weird and mad sometimes) or
something what we would’ve never done be we of common sense. So,
HOOKUPGEEK is gonna let ya know everything about the dating and
hookup websites and apps, so that you’re be able to succeed not to rdh,
ya know.
Types Of The Dating Sites
In fact, it goes without saying that the
overall number of the dating services is f—
big, so that one can go nuts with all the
diversity presented. Sure thing, on the
one hand, it may seem quite a positive
aspect ‘cause you’re gonna have some
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choice, while on the other hand, it’s all quite time and money
consuming. In any case, HOOKUPGEEK’s gonna let you know everything
about either romance or exceptionally randy stuff to get in!
So, in fact, you’d be right to exclaim “WTF with this all those sites!” And,
yep, we’d agree, but HOOKUPGEEK’s expertise allows us do everything
to sort it all out for you to simplify your search to maximum! Thus, we’ve
classified the dating apps and sites in the following way,
★ Money Matters Classification;
★ Sex Preferences Classification; and
★ Specific Dating Services.
Within the framework of Datingology, we have a strong conviction that
this classification is able to embrace everything, and it ain’t gonna
confuse you at all!
Money Matters Classification

Here, we would classify the dating sites in
compliance with the principle of payment.
It means that—just in case if you don’t
know that—there are different sites and
apps based on if you gotta pay or not. So,
Datingology has the following types of
money matters classification,

★ the online dating services you are to pay for;
★ the online dating services you are not to pay for; and—can you
guess?;
★ the online dating services with the paid content but partially
available for free.
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So, what it all signifies? But, bro, don’t think it’s all that complicated to
get! So, we’ll start off the paid ones,
★ the paid dating sites are the majority of the sites, since in order to
sustain the proper functioning of the site, there is a need in
investment;
★ as a rule, the paid dating sites are known to be more credible than
the ones going for free of cost;
★ the pricing range of the dating sites may vary from the lowest
costs in the industry to the highest (see the table below to
compare);
★ the paid dating sites and apps are, as a rule, deprived of any ads
and have a good database of users;
★ with the dating apps only, you’re given a chance to have the most
number of privileges, which would assist you in the search and
chatting.
The costs of the paid services are not homogeneous in the industry and
may vary from the most inexpensive to the most costy with the quite
significant gap between them. We’d love to give some examples on how
the prices may vary. In some of the other sections of this
HOOKUPGEEK’s a
 nti-research on datingology, we’re gonna let you
know what the factors are to impact the price, and what special you’re
gonna get when you pay for the dating service.
EliteSingle

$20.98

⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐

Fuckr

$25.94

⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐

FuckSwipe

$22.95

⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐

Ashley Madison

$29.95

⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐

BBWDesire

$34.95

⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐
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Well, you can see now that the pricing is really different. By the way,
we’re not talking about the free and paid features but about the costs as
such, and you’re to know that whenever you decide on paying for the
dating services, you’re gonna get it that prices are different, and your
choice, man, is to grab the best alternative(s), and HOOKUPGEEK’s
Datingology is quite helpful, yay?
In any case, the next type of the dating apps and sites are free of cost.
Yeah, there are some. Here, you’d wanna ask us what’s the point in using
the paid apps and sites for hookup and dating, if there are at least some
of the free of cost ones. Oh, it goes all quite easy!
★ the free platforms for dating are so seldom, so that it’d be quite
complicated to pick up something really good;
★ with the free apps and sites, you’re never know if you can get any
success at all;
★ mind that you’re gonna have to peep on the innumerable ads
when trying to chat with someone or enable the search;
★ the search, btw, is gonna be quite a limited tool, which doesn’t
allow you using numerous filters to narrow your search process
down;
★ the only benefits is that you’re never asked to provide your
payment details and, thus, you’ll never need to pay off.
In fact, regardless of the fact that the free of cost options are not that
often, HOOKUPGEEK and its Datingology are yay-yay able to provide
you with some of the opportunities to use the free ones. So, consider the
HOOKUPGEEK’s top list of the free options to hook up and date,
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Yep, they are all free of cost, and they have their drawbacks as well as
the marvelous benefits. If you read the reviews we’ve prepared by
following those links, you’re gonna find out more about them!
Yay, we’ve already moved to the apps and sites for hookup and dating,
which can be both free and paid. This is, in fact, the most spread type of
money matters classification of the dating services, for they use the
system of appealing the users by the free features and show their paid
ones to make a difference!
So, what you can get with the free sites with some paid content?
★ you’re gonna have some of the features (of course, they’re limited)
going for free (for instance, if you use the search, you’ll use the
basic mode instead of the advanced one);
★ the paid content sites in the free mode can be followed by the ads
you’re to see regardless of whether you want it or not;
★ you will have a limited number of messages to be sent and
received;
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★ you’ll be able to see just a limited number of profiles within the
free mode.
So, you’re gonna need to upgrade your membership. We’ll wanna give
you some examples of such semi-paid apps and sites,
PoF

$38.70

⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐

Bumble

$24.99

⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐

Blendr

$12.99

⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐

AgeMatch

$29.95

⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐

CMB

$34.95

⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐

As a rule, these semi-free–semi-paid apps and sites are nice, and they
are deprived of any scam. However, this is a topic for some other
sections of this a
 nti-research on Datingology, so stay tuned to read out
till the end!
Sex Preferences Classification

Sure thing you do get it that sexual preferences of yours may and have
to serve as a basis for the choice of a particular dating app or service.
HOOKUPGEEK has an incredibly great database of the reviews, which all
can be categorized in compliance with the following sexual preferences,
★ One Night Stand Websites;
★ Fuck Sites;
★ Gay Dating Sites;
★ Lesbian Dating Sites;
★ Cougar Dating Sites; and
★ Hookup Dating Apps.
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So, what are all these types about? Some of them are quite clear to
understand, while some are difficult, and yep, HOOKUPGEEK is aware of
everything!
One Night Stand Websites presuppose that you’re gonna search
for the users who desire to have the hmtfu format of relations, which
ain’t gonna last more/longer than the one night. So, yap, this is just a
casual sex for only one night (however, the part of the day is not of
significance here, you know);
F
 uck Sites have been designed for those, who’re fond of kicking
someone down. Herein, you’ll be able to count for the tour of the house,
and the frequency of such d
 ates may vary from one time to regular ones
having casual sex with no responsibilities. Nevertheless, you know, there
are cases when it all turns into the serious relations after the partners
have found it all boring to have just casual sex, and that’s it;
G
 ay Dating Sites and apps are those where you can either date
or beat down on tha skeet down with a gay person. In other words,
these are the services functioning purely for the gay and bisexual men;
L
 esbian Dating Sites a
 nd apps, as well, have been created for the
lesbian girls to hook up other lesbian persons; however, this type of the
apps and sites supports the so-called spring break lesbians that’s the
heterosexual girls, who are eager to be with a girl when they’re drunk. In
other words, these are the services functioning purely for the gay and
bisexual women;
C
 ougar Dating Sites are the dating and hookup services online,
which would provide the users with a special type of dating—the one
where one can have dry spell goggles with the women aged 35+ and
who (preferably) have children. Herein, the age of the man ain’t of
importance, but it presupposes that a man is younger (however, no
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sugar momma dating it is, since no financial support is expected in this
case); and
H
 ookup Dating Apps are for those who have a lustful desire to
pick up line with someone using the apps for hookup instead of the web
versions.
Yep, there are not that many but types of dating apps and sites, which
you’d use under each of the categories. Btw, if you hesitate to articulate
for fear that you may deviate from the true course of what you wanna
search for, you gotta test all of the options, and you’re gonna know! Just
trust us, you’ll pick up something gorgeous!
Specific Dating Services

In fact, the specific dating services—please, no offense taken!—are
somehow a nerdy dirty type of dating and hookup. What the hell do we
mean? Heh, that’s a niche for dating for quite a narrowed population
layers, like, religion-based, interests-based, and so on. Just for
fun—again: please, no offense taken!—we’re gonna provide you with
some sub-categories of this typology,
★ hookup and dating for Catholics (or any other religions’
worshipers);
★ hookup and dating for nerds;
★ hookup and dating for introverts;
★ hookup and dating for the hamsters’ owners (or any other pets).
As you do understand, these are not the whole list of the weird dating
services, but in any case, they work and bring their users the desired
assistance.
So, we’re sorry if you’re not pulling a jimmy, and we do hope that it’s not
gonna last for ages, so we want you to d.t.f. and hu on the reg as soon as
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possible! The choice of the category of the adult dating sites and apps is
really up to you, and you’re gonna succeed with this cool guide!

Dating Apps Classification
Yay, as almost all of HOOKUPGEEK’s
beloved readers asked us to, we’re coming
to the essence of the apps within the
Datingology theory. Yep, all of us use the
apps for hookup and dating, and all of us
want to get the best experiences: either
some romance and serious ties or just
casual sex. In any case, everything of these
seem to be quite pleasant until you encounter that f— scam and fake
profiles accompanied with the innumerable stupid hidden fees and
no-refund policies. Yeah, this is all possible with the apps, as well. So, to
get protected by HOOKUPGEEK, we’ve come up with the classification
of the hookup and dating apps, which you will like and which would
assist you in detecting the scam. So, scroll down slowly and slowly, and
read all of our precious experience!
Online Dating Apps And Websites: What To Use
One of the questions each of us had about dating and hookup is that
what it is better to use: an app or a website. In fact, you’re not gonna
have any troubles with this all, since they both are convenient, and,
what’s more, they’re all to serve y
 our needs and correspond to all of your
expectations.
What are the apps better for than the websites?
★ the majority of the apps of the dating and hookup services are
called to ensure some more convenient way of getting your
communication to the better level;
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★ the apps ensure that you can have the notifications right on your
mobile phone and have the chats instantly;
★ the apps are more laconic, as a rule;
★ the apps are called to serve a proof that a service is more legit
than the ones which are not accompanied with the apk.
You may also be eager to find out if the websites in mobile version can
be as good as the same apps. Yep, they’re actually to be identical,
however, you ain’t receiving the notifications as soon as you have
received a message or a like or something else. This is, in fact, quite the
only difference to come across.
Btw, you gotta bear in mind that some of the apps are not available as a
website (even as a website in mobile version), so that you can have
everything just after you upload and install the app. In any case, the
thing is that let the apps to be absolutely deprived of scam, and
HOOKUPGEEK’s exclusive Datingology research is gonna let you feel like
a king or a queen in the usage of all apps!
Types Of The Dating Apps
In fact, similarly to the dating and hookup websites, the apps can be
subdivided into the same categories. However, there will be some
additional classes. Thus, by grabbing them all, you’re gonna be secured
and be a real expert in dating, so that no failure would be ever possible!
Similarly to the dating and hookup sites, the dating and hookup apps
are to be subdivided into,
★ the online dating services you are to pay for;
★ the online dating services you are not to pay for; and
★ the online dating services with the paid content but partially
available for free.
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However, within this section, the apps are some different, as
HOOKUPGEEK has identified it within the Datingology theory. Thus,
there are some more alternative apps,
★ social network based ones with the paid and free content;
★ pure chats with the photo-based matching principle going with
the paid and free content;
★ gaming apps to match people based one the paid and free
content.
Hence, when choosing an app, you gotta be sure what you’re gonna
need out of the use of the apk. As a result, this HOOKUPGEEK’s
Datingology a
 nti-research is gonna be chicka chicka bam bam for you,
and you’re gonna succeed with us only!

Online Dating And Online Hookup: What’s The Difference?
Yep, when being gonna use a particular
app or a site, you’re gotta realize what’s
your purpose and what you wanna get by
the end of the using the apk of your
choice. Hence, HOOKUPGEEK’s gonna
sort everything out so that you’d be able
to pass them cheeks successfully! Thus,
what’s the main difference between
online dating and online hookup? First off, let’s go through the online
dating for adults. What is it like? What you’d expect it to bring? So,
yay-yay, there are some special features of dating online which
distinguish hookup online.

Key Features: The Must-Haves Of Dating Sites
In today’s world, it is almost impossible to imagine daters’ lives without
the Internet. We look for work through social networks, communicate
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with friends, read downloaded books, and learn information from digital
sources. Does it make sense and love to search the Internet?
HOOKUPGEEK will tell you about the obligatory moments of online
dating!
At the moment, dating on the Internet will not surprise anyone. This has
ceased to be something immoral and provocative of ridicule. Since most
people spend a huge amount of time online, it’s not surprising that
relationships can begin with innocent correspondence.
Communication through the Internet allows you to make a first
impression of a person before the meeting, in order to avoid
disappointment during a date. If you are bored even chatting with a
man, and in one sentence he makes many elementary mistakes, then
you will no longer have the desire to continue chatting live.
There are several other rules of conduct and etiquette on the Internet.
And if on the street you are unlikely to dare to approach the man you
like and offer an acquaintance, then you can write first in the network
space, this will not spoil your reputation and, moreover, will not surprise
anyone.
Based on the previous paragraph, we note
that on dating sites you have every right
to choose from the men presented those
who you thought were handsome. You
can correspond and chat with several
men at once, whether or not to meet
virtual darlings in real life—you decide, but
it is important that no one can condemn
you for immorality. After all, virtual flirting is innocent until it goes
beyond the monitor.
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So, what are the features, or must-haves, of the dating sites and apps?
★ The first sign of a serious site is to protect the personal data of
users. What is it? You should certainly study all the conditions of
confidentiality and pay attention to the transfer of your personal
data. The site you select should not disclose information about
your person. In addition, unregistered users on the site are not
allowed to view your page. It is known that a certain dependence
of a page on a dating site and a page on social networks is clearly
not in favor of those wishing to conduct an active search for their
chosen ones. Therefore, personal data of customers should be
under reliable protection from search engines.
★ The second sign of a reliable site is free registration. Reliable sites
provide their customers with free registration. This is done to test
the site by users. You yourself must decide whether the site is
suitable or not. It is known that free cheese happens only in a
mousetrap, so you should be very careful when choosing a site
with free registration. There are cases of page fraud.
★ The third feature is the scientific basis of the search for the chosen
one. Specialists working on dating sites have developed
personality tests for their clients. Based on the results of these
tests, an analysis is conducted on the psychological compatibility
of future partners. Choosing a partner, specialists, in addition to
the external data of the applicant, take into account the features
of his character. This largely allows you to get away from
disappointment in a future life together. In addition, this testing
helps weed out customers whose goal is to get to know each
other instantly.
★ The fourth sign of a reliable dating site is quality service and
feedback. Quality service has a huge impact on the quality of the
page users of the site. A trusted site completely eliminates fake
user pages that carry fake content. You should carefully consider
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the moderation of the site. You need to know if there is data
authentication.
A reliable site does not contain candid photographs, as well as
advertising products of a sexual nature. The most important positive
qualities of a reliable site can be safely attributed to a professional
support service that helps customers solve many problems. Users can
comment on the site and they will be surely reviewed by specialists of
the corresponding department. It is the comments of users that make
the site service more quality. The dating site has an e-mail address for
feedback and a chat on which you can solve the problems in online
time.
★ The fifth sign of site reliability is its informative nature. Such dating
sites allow you to learn about the chosen one important
information to create a strong and serious relationship. The site
user can get reliable information about the features of the
applicant’s behavior during conflicts, about the complex traits of
his character, about his attitude to family life and to children.
If you are in an active search for a future chosen one, use the services of
only reliable dating sites.
What’s more, you ain’t gonna know it, we’re gonna inform you in any
case, lol! There’re some more features to care of,
★ video chats;
★ ability to modify your search via the search filters;
★ access to the w
 ebcams;
★ ability to sign up and in via social networks and Google; and
★ interactive features to use.
So, now you do know how to assess the real and the credible dating site
on your own!
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Online Dating: The Matter Of Profiles
How to make a dating profile? There are no photos about beach
vacations right away: firstly, it is again about sex (we know that it isn’t,
but some of the (fe)males are still not up to date); secondly, these photos
are the same for everyone. The man you want to get will not appreciate
your figure—s/he will confuse you with fifty other girls/guys in a minute.
Because they have exactly the same thing in their albums.
The ideal photos in the album are about outdoor activities (and at least a
bike ride—do you know how few such girls have photos?), about friends
(but not about beer and barbecue) and photos that don’t have you, but
there is something interesting and unusual. The main thing is that you
are a photographer in this case. Write some intriguing commentary on
the photo. And, of course, the album should contain pictures that
illustrate your hobbies.
If you believe the statistics, then every third user of the Internet is
registered on one or more dating sites. At the same time, not everyone is
able to meet on the network. Largely because people don’t know what
they want, whom they want to meet, they don’t know how to
communicate, and also they fill out the questionnaire incorrectly. Even
such a ‘trifle’ as an incorrectly drawn up questionnaire can make
acquaintance on the Internet impossible. What are the main mistakes
users make when filling out a questionnaire on dating sites and how to
actually fill out such profiles—information in our material.
Most dating sites do not need to invent anything. It is enough to answer
the template questions and fill in the sections created by the site
administration. Monosyllabic answers equate to their complete absence.
It is advisable to respond in detail. In fields like "About Me" it makes
sense to talk about your interests and hobbies, so as to recreate a
portrait of a person, and men have a certain idea about you and,
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importantly, they have appeared: an occasion to start acquaintance and
topics for discussion. You can tell about
your character, your beliefs, your favorite
joke. And be sure to tell which man you
would like to meet. Be as honest as
possible. If it is important for you that the
man does not have children, indicate this.

If you want a (wo)man to be financially secure, you yourself do not want
to work at all, but want to give birth to children and do your
homework—just write. (Lol, mind that cougar dating is still trendy!) This
will be an additional filter for your search. Of course, s/he will weed out
many (wo)men, but since they do not fit your requirements, then you do
not need them at all. What not to write about? Do not write negative. In
no case. Do not write about your suffering and disappointment. Men do
not come to a dating site in order to sympathize or support someone
morally. They want to meet an attractive and positive woman who is
doing well. It is unlikely that anyone will want to get acquainted with a
suffering disappointed in life and men. In case you want to meet not for
online flirting and virtual communication, but for real-life relationships,
you should not lie in your profile. Neither about the age, nor about the
fact that you do horseback riding and vocals, if you don’t actually
practice and sing.
Important! In no case should you write text using the Caps Lock key (in
capital letters). Text typed in this way is like a raised tone, and reading it
is unpleasant. Typed text must be checked for grammar and
punctuation errors. Many men will pass by even a pretty, but illiterate
young lady. The text should not be longer than a short children’s story,
otherwise your efforts will be in vain. Men who want to meet, of course,
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want to learn as much as possible about the girl in the photo, but they
are unlikely to read novels.

Outro
The distrust of Internet users in communication on the network is
explained by just the same feature of the Internet, which is anonymity.
On the one hand, anonymity is liberating, allowing the user to say
anything about themselves, and on the other hand, it distrusts the
information that is transmitted by the participants in the
communication process, since it cannot be tracked or verified. Also,
saying that this communication is devoid of non-verbal coloring, that is,
the recipient cannot appreciate the facial expressions, voice timbre and
other features of the communicator’s behavior, making communication
not quite complete. Partly when using various means of video
communication and IP-telephony these characteristics, participants in
the communication process can get about each other, but in any case,
technological progress has not reached the level where all non-verbal
communications become available.
Getting acquainted on the Internet in comparison with real life is both
easier and more difficult at the same time: specific laws apply here.
Virtual communication requires skills, experience and a kind of talent, so
a successful result is not available to everyone. At the same time, on the
Internet, any young person can get a lot of positive emotions and
important life experiences, realize himself and find a close friend or soul
mate. Probably, for this reason, virtual dating and today are so popular
among young people.
Today there is a whole phenomenon of online dating or dating on the
Internet, as well as many online dating services. As a rule, specialized
resources for dating through the Internet are something like social
networks. Here you can post information about yourself in your personal
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profile, view the profiles of other participants. Most services have a
function to send messages and even video calls. Typically, these
resources serve as a kind of platform for dating, and after
communicating online, most users decide to meet in real life.
According to rough estimates, today one in five couples is formed using
online dating services. Why are dating on the internet so popular? To
answer this question, we will think about the benefits of such a
relationship.
Most users of online dating services say that the main reason for using
these resources is the lack of time for dating in real life. People believe
that before meeting someone really interesting in a club, park or bar,
they will have to spend a lot of time and effort on useless acquaintances
and conversations, while online services provide an opportunity to
immediately learn about interests, hobbies, some character traits of the
interlocutor.
In addition, preliminary acquaintance and communication on the
network relieve the couple of embarrassment and allow people to feel
much freer and more confident on their first real date.
Online dating is also popular because it
allows you to significantly expand your
circle of acquaintances and have an affair
with a person from anywhere in the world.
International relations have their
advantages and disadvantages. Of course,
partners get an interesting experience, a
cultural and often linguistic exchange
takes place. Representatives of different cultures have their own ideas
about relationships, courtship, etc. The disadvantage in this case may be
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insufficient language training of the interlocutors, misunderstanding
and, as a result, the inability to build a trusting, sincere relationship.

Practical Datingology By HOOKUPGEEK

Hop-hey! Practical section of this HOOKUPGEEK’s Datingology
anti-research is gonna be even more engaging and interesting, for we’re
kinda provide you with the numerous stats, pieces of advice, and, of
course, cool facts about what you’re gonna come across when being
eager to hook up or date someone!

What You Get When Dating Online
Each dating portal has fake profiles. And if you write to a pretty girl, then
you should not be upset if she does not answer you, maybe this is just a
profile of a fake of some man or wife who is looking for her faithful on
the site. And on the popular dating sites there are dark structures and
light ones represented by the police for the fight against morals. How
can a fake page be recognized? By such
criteria as: a visual photo from the
Internet, the response to messages is
close to zero, asking for money and so on.
Just be more careful with men and the
secrets of success will be revealed to you.
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Despite the fact that Internet dating is as old as the Internet itself, over
the past year psychologists and sociologists have attacked online dating
services. In their opinion, these services now do more harm than good.
The list of complaints is long, and here are just a few of them,
★ firstly, people lie to each other (for example, that they are free),
which often leads to divorce, betrayal and other troubles;
★ secondly, dating sites also lie to you, because the algorithms for
selecting supposedly suitable partners are not based on anything:
there is no evidence that in life you will like a person who, like you,
loves the same;
★ thirdly, online dating leads to an increase in the number of sexual
partners, which increases the risk of sexually transmitted diseases;
★ fourth, a meeting on a dating site requires a faster than in real life
development of relationships, which does not always benefit
them.
The author of one of the studies concludes that online dating broadens
the possibilities of finding a couple for those who live in small towns, but
the rest is better to stay away from him, because the illusion of
unlimited choice of partners destructively affects the ability to create
strong relationships.
So, what is it possible to grab when using the dating and hookup sites
and apps? You can see the stats we have collected for your convenience!
So, we’re gonna let you know the difference between the users who
used HOOKUPGEEK and the ones, who didn’t, so that you’re really
gonna evaluate the difference! The first chart is about the users who
don’t use HOOKUPGEEK to pick up the best site for hookup and dating.
So, having analyzed 200 sites and apps for dating with approximately
50,000 profiles located there as well as the chats we had with the users,
we have been able to come up with some stats, which, by the way, you
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ain’t gonna find in any other research! So, all the stats provided in this
current anti-research on Datingology by HOOKUPGEEK are based on
our exclusive approach and tons of work completed!

Now, let’s see what’s been changed as soon as they’ve tried the reviews
by HOOKUPGEEK out,
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So, it seems quite evident that after using the services by
HOOKUPGEEK, the positive tendencies grew more, while the negative
ones have been reduced to maximum. Yeah, you dude made up a
proper conclusion: if you don’t wanna be f—ing scammed, you’d rather
read the HOOKUPGEEK’s reviews and, what’s more, read (!!!) this
Datingology a
 nti-research up till the end!

Online Dating Stats
In this section, we ain’t gonna stuff you with the text as such ‘cause
we’re gonna show you just pure stats on what to expect from dating. So,
just enjoy the laconic approach by HOOKUPGEEK and our Datingology!
Online Dating Websites Stats
Gender Ratio Stats

With the online dating sites, you’re gonna encounter the following
gender ratio, which is just a general one, by the way,
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What about the hookup sites? What’s the gender ratio with the hookup
sites?
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Sex Preferences Stats

We’d love to consider the percentage of the sexual preferences which
you will encounter with the dating sites and hookup platforms.

Sites Types Stats

Let’s see the percentage of the presence of the dating sites on the web!
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Outro
Over the years, surveys have shown that people find their future
partners in bars, universities, at work, through friends of their parents,
and even in church. That is, the circle of potential acquaintances was
somehow limited by social status and place of residence.
Online dating and hookup have
completely changed this system. People
from all social groups and backgrounds
intersect on the Internet. Those who
previously could not even be on the same
street can now meet and get married. As
a result, now this is the second most
popular dating method for heterosexual
couples and the first for homosexual couples.
Scientists were particularly interested in how online dating affects
interracial marriage. Every year, the issue of discrimination is becoming
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less and less relevant, but people with different skin colors in the US and
Western Europe still prefer a different social circle. Therefore, the
researchers decided to create a social network in which they gathered
men and women of different races and distributed lists of “friends” in a
random order.
The experiment participants were asked to choose potential partners of
the opposite sex, but with one condition: choose only from "friends" and
"friends of friends." According to the results of this experiment, the level
of interracial “marriages” turned out to be expectedly low. But as the
researchers expanded their random choice, the number of interracial
and interethnic “marriages” increased several times.

Psychology Of Online Dating And Hookup

Why We Date And Hook Up
Today, online dating is gaining popularity.
The main question arises whether it is
possible to find a worthy man through a
dating site. And this is a completely fair
question. We will consider whether you
need to get acquainted on the Internet or
not. How to prepare and what to pay
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attention to meet your soulmate. After all, this is the most important
question.
Acquaintance on the Internet becomes a natural thing. Once from my
environment, a girl met a guy through a dating site. They made friends,
talked, called up, met, although they were from different cities. They got
a very good story and as a result a great family. Her boyfriend moved to
her town, and they safely played the wedding. Everything is simple and
easy. At least, so it seemed to everyone around. But as they say, each life
has its own fascinating story.
There are also quite a few friends who found their soulmate through a
dating site, where as a result they married a foreigner and were also able
to build happy families. But this is not as important as what each of
them faces. They are experiencing a language barrier, friendly isolation,
because there are no relatives and friends nearby, local bias... And this is
normal. Acquaintance on the Internet has greatly expanded the
boundaries and choice of men. This is already obvious to everyone. But
the internal problems that are in themselves must still be resolved by
themselves.
There are other stories where, through the same dating sites, girls had
setbacks after setbacks and then there was very deep disappointment.
We have often heard stories when the girls met, and the guys only
wanted to sleep with them, or were inadequate, or… However, the
opposite situation is also possible, when women tend to show their
weird behavior. There really are a lot of these “or” ones. Such things
happen in any country. On the other hand, it is also a matter of
personality. But if you take our surroundings and the many
consultations that we do hold, we can tell you our stats. This is really
true.
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The Matter Of How To Present Yourself
Now we go further, an important question arises whether it is necessary
to get acquainted and communicate through dating sites, or is it better
to refrain. We would say WHEN you can get acquainted and which
dating sites are best to choose,
1. First of all, you need to understand yourself. Because if you could
not build relationships in a living space, then the same questions
that you have now will be transferred to Internet dating. This has
already been proven.
2. Feel ready to build a serious relationship and where you will know
exactly how to create your own happy fate. Today, both women
and men are most often locked in themselves because of
grievances and many fears, because it is not known what kind of
person this will be. So they think, both one and the other. Read
educational articles, books and get training or consultations. Break
free of the inner clamps and start living. It works. Then
acquaintance on the Internet will be a joy and live.
3. Choose sites that are decent and where really the focus is not on
one-time acquaintances, or vulgarity, but on a serious relationship.
It was also seen more than once when we advise the girls.
Expecting a serious attitude to yourself where depraved men are
sitting, it seems to me, is not for worthy girls. Online dating must
be organic, that is, natural. So imagine if you met this person in
life, wherever you would meet him/her.
4. How to post your data on a dating site? Post decent photos if you
want to respect yourself. You need the most important
information about yourself. And that’s all. If you do not have
normal photographs, because you have worked and raised
children all your life, or something else, take beautiful
photographs where you will look at 100%. But it is strictly
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forbidden to post all the data, because fraudsters can use it. And
do not post your photos in underwear, or a swimsuit until you
wanna have some casual sex. In this case, a lot of people will come
to your page with only one or several silly goals. But it will not be
your man. Acquaintance on the Internet will not be for you for a
long time. That's for sure. Because you will meet your man soon.
5. When chatting, you need to be honest and sincere. If you do not
like rains, and a (wo)man lives in London, then write as it is.
Because you will be treated the same way. Do not give empty
hopes. And you will see that they will do the same to you. But you
just wanna have some casual sex, then just f— the climate! Lol!
Stats On How The Users Present Themselves
Yay, you’re now gonna go mad when you find out the general and the
most credible stats on how the profiles are composed and how the users
tend to present themselves! Indeed, that’s all quite weird but still you
will find out how to indicate any scam and lies!
So. what about the stats associated with men that we examined? See
the chart below,
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What about women and their way to present themselves on the dating
sites?
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So, Datingology and HOOKUPGEEK’s anti-research tend to discover the
following,
★ men tend to lie much more often than women in their profiles;
★ women are more open and honest in depicting themselves;
★ the probability to hook up a woman is higher, as a result, than to
hook up a man!
So, if you’re a man, you’ve been born to win with HOOKUPGEEK and our
horny Datingology!
Key Rules: How Psychology Of Online Dating Works
How attractive is Internet communication,
the pitfalls of virtual relationships, is it worth
relying on the seriousness of virtual dating,
how it can help and how it can harm Internet
communication, how to behave so that
virtual communication brings only joy? This
will be discussed in this article, written on the
basis of numerous studies of the features of
virtual relationships and recognized concepts of interpersonal
communication. First of all, we will consider the positive aspects of
online dating and relationships, and there are more of them than it
might seem at first glance.
Advantages of virtual communication are comprised,
1. Voluntary contacts and relationships.
2. Ability to interrupt communication at any time.
3. Virtual communication errors are easier to fix, especially until they
become real-life relationships.
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4. A wider circle of contacts—the ability to find a soul-mate or
partner to create a serious relationship. One who is not nearby in
real life or it is difficult to start communicating with him/her.
5. There is no virtual pregnancy and the possibility of contracting an
STD is excluded.
6. The ability to implement personality traits, playing roles,
experiencing emotions, for one reason or another frustrated in real
life.
7. Self-disclosure and development of their strengths in virtual
communication.
8. Development of communication skills, greater self-confidence in
general.
9. And others. There are also negative aspects of online dating and
relationships, and we can not help but mention them.
Cons of virtual communication are as follows,
1. In the event that communication for the sake of communication
to the detriment of relationships in real life.
2. The lack of non-verbal communication—with the help of gestures,
intonation, etc., which impairs communication and gives the
ground to misunderstand the interlocutor, overestimate or
underestimate.
3. The opportunity to meet with extortionists who are in trust in
order to further enrich the money.
4. Virtual communication has an increased emotional intensity
compared to ordinary social contacts.
Thus, a happy person attracts good teachers, friends, employees and
even favorable circumstances, which together contribute to his
prosperity. A “loser,” or rather, a pessimistic, negatively minded person,
on the contrary, attracts negligent or cruel mentors, unfaithful
comrades, worthless colleagues, dangerous strangers, gets into fatal
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situations, becomes a victim of accidents. Everyone who interacts with
the carrier of a positive internal direction, regardless of their will, will
help him achieve his goals. The owner of the negative “radar” from the
same people will “beg out” primarily for painful reactions or simply allow
themselves to be treated badly, unassumingly and tacitly agreeing to
everything.
To denote this, a special concept is used—“indirect consent”. Indirect
consent is an unconscious predisposition of a person to tacitly accept or
provoke one or another negative attitude or influence of others.
Unwanted hereditary traits are preserved and transmitted from
generation to generation, which manifest themselves in one aspect of
life and have a significant impact on others—marriage, relationships
with people, health. In this case, the same person is a negative factor in
at least two functional blocks, unconsciously contributing to the
strengthening of not only their negative models, but also those who
interact with them. The “victim” and its “pursuer” are attracted to each
other not by chance or failure, but by natural law.
But there are still negative aspects of virtual acquaintances and
relationships between members of the opposite sexes. Firstly, not all
interlocutors perceive each other correctly. This is due to the lack of
non-verbal communication. That is, there is no way to use gestures and
express emotion with intonation.
This does not apply to such a method of communication as Skype. But
only a small part willingly resorts to it. Everyone else is preferable to
communicate using emails (posts, comments).
Therefore, often the interlocutor sitting on the other side of the
computer may be misunderstood. Of course, one cannot ignore those
personalities who, out of sporting or selfish interest, draw their image far
from real.
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Transition To Offline Dating
It has been proven that online dating is successful, millions meet and
marry through sites, but that does not mean that this is the only way to
communicate.
On the one hand, we build digital fortresses around ourselves and lock
ourselves in them. But on the other hand, today there are more and
more festivals, dance evenings and other events during which people
gather, have fun and enjoy communicating with each other. Pay
attention to those you see every day,
★ Challenge yourself, overcome discomfort and turn to the person
who smiled at you in the subway, in a cafe or in an adjacent place
on the plane;
★ Have a quick word with someone, using different
occasions—spring slush, late train, the need to attach a puppy. All
of these cases open up opportunities for interaction in reality;
★ If the need to talk to a stranger makes you nervous, come up with
a question or story in advance about something you are interested
in to start a conversation;
★ Life always offers new opportunities. Stay open and be prepared to
be surprised.
What is the secret to the popularity of such online services? Why every
year more and more people take this opportunity, preferring it to live
communication? Accessibility, which is there is no need to spend time
attending any events, just have a gadget and Internet access. No matter
how much time is on the watch, you can get acquainted both day and
night. It’s easy to find someone from another time zone: the Internet is
significantly expanding the boundaries of dating. Messages can not be
answered immediately—there is time to consider the answer, find an
approach to the interlocutor. Communication with several people at
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once is another plus. Getting started online is much easier than to do
the same live—a great way out for shy people. You can immediately
weed out unsuitable people by selecting them by age, profession,
interests. But it is worth considering the disadvantages of dating via the
Internet: the user profile does not always correspond to its owner. For
example, a 45-year-old thrice-divorced lady can hide behind a photo of a
young beauty. Of course, this is a completely harmless flaw, but who
wants to waste time and be disappointed in meeting; real
communication is indispensable.
Even after a f— long correspondence, the relationship fades away, if you
do not meet in real life. However, this minus is very conditional: even the
most shy people, as a rule, decide to meet; the risk of becoming an
object of criminals—not all users are really looking for a partner, some
are in search of victims for the implementation of illegal schemes. This is
perhaps the most significant minus of network communication
(however, no one is safe from crime in real life either). Never transfer
money to new Internet acquaintances, and before the first date, tell
someone from your relatives where you are going to go and with whom,
do not make appointments in uninhabited places, charge your phone
and do not have high hopes of meeting you in order to avoid
disappointment. A certain amount of humor, elementary caution—and
everything will work out!

Outro
There are several tricks that will not only help you find the right partner,
but also protect you from scammers and other unpleasant individuals.
★ Firstly, remember that the effectiveness of partner search will
increase if you register on several sites at once. Select sites
according to several important criteria: the number of registered
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users, the target audience, the thoroughness of checking the
profile to block dishonest users and deceivers.
★ Secondly, when communicating, touch on a variety of topics: it is
not necessary to talk only about work and household chores.
Non-standard conversations will allow you to better know the
nature of the interlocutor and his tastes, habits.
★ Thirdly, it is better not to use your home or work email address for
registration—they can be hacked, and this will create many
problems. Register a separate box.
★ Fourth, meet a new friend no earlier than after a couple of weeks
of communication.
So you get to know each other better and at a meeting it will be easier
for you to communicate. If the user is alarming with his perseverance or
seems suspicious—you can safely write to the site administrators to
check it. The same is worth doing if you are offended or sent intimate
photos or videos without your request. Acquaintance for the purpose of
hookup and/or online dating through the Internet can be the beginning
of a new stage in life. Millions of users on many sites are looking for their
soul mate, and many have already found. To join the list of these lucky
ones, you just need to choose a suitable site and click on the Register
(Signup) button—and everything will work out!

Legality And Security Of Online Dating And Hookup
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What Should Stand Behind The Security Of Online Dating
Sites And Apps
Even the safest dating service does not
relieve users of the obligation to be careful in
communicating with other people. The
following is a list of situations requiring
greater vigilance.
Dating Sites And Apps For Straight Users
Behavior and situations that should alert are
as follows, as HOOKUPGEEK’s Datingology found out,
★ the user, immediately after meeting, wants to know a personal
email address;
★ future potential partner offers a meeting in his/her or your home;
★ immediately upon meeting, invites you to his/her car;
★ conversation topics are starting to touch on money, including
credit cards;
★ the letter is incorrectly written;
★ suddenly there is a feeling that a new acquaintance accelerates
acquaintance events;
★ there is a sudden desire to spend the first date and the person
asks to send him money for travel;
★ the interlocutor gives evasive answers to specific questions;
★ convinces you to compromise that are incompatible with your
values;
★ blames others for his problems.
This horny Datingology doesn’t recommended to,
★ lend money to someone you just met on the Internet;
★ join any company to which you were invited by a new friend;
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★ endure obscene abuse, too intimate or wrong questions, the
introduction of topics related to sexual fantasies;
★ too fast contact by phone or email;
★ too quickly disclose your first and last name, phone number, place
of work.
The time for the first conversation will come only when the
acquaintance on the network is successful. The first telephone
conversation with another person is an important element of mutual
knowledge, but it must be installed in safe mode from a regular phone
or mobile phone—the truth is that the latter has the anti-dialing service.
Before exchanging phone numbers, you need to make sure that the
interlocutor agrees to respect your privacy and will not call in the event
of a breakdown. It is usually accepted that a man offers a number to a
woman, leaving behind her the decision to make a phone call, but this is
a very individual question.
Before you meet a person you meet online, you should do your own
intelligence. There is no site that would perform 100% verification of user
data. Portals should rely on the honesty of the people who fill out the
questionnaires, especially regarding the date of birth, marital status,
place of residence, profession, education, and other important data.
Before the meeting, you should look for his/her data on the Internet. Of
course, at the very beginning you can search for information in search
engines. Often information about the wanted person is on the
company’s website, information about his marital status of corporate
photos and so on can also be published there. If the search engine did
not give anything, then the second step is to search in social networks. If
you find it in them, you can often find out about real marital status,
friends, hobbies, preferences, and place of residence.
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Pay attention to the details that the person shares, and if you find
anything that will be suspicious, follow your intuition and complete this
acquaintance. It is important to exchange photos before the meeting. If
a person before a meeting refuses to show you his photo, this will be
suspicious. In such a situation, it is recommended not to go to the
meeting.
Dating Sites And Apps For Gay And Lesbian Users
As a matter of fact, the apps and sites for
dating and hookup need to ensure the same
security to the homosexual users, and, in fact,
this type of security should be even more
advanced because of the vulnerability of
these users.
★ Do not post photos of your face on your
profile. Instead, use photos that characterize your inner world,
depicting your hobbies or hobbies;
★ Meet only people your friends know. Before meeting someone in
real life, make inquiries with common acquaintances (or
acquaintances of acquaintances) and make sure that this person
belongs to the LGBT community;
★ Organize your first meeting on Skype or in a safe place. Do not tell
unfamiliar people your home address, as this can be dangerous.
To get to know a new acquaintance, make an appointment in a
public place (for example, a cafe where members of the LGBT
community are loyal) or make a video call on Skype;
★ Before meeting, just in case, tell a friend where you are going and
with whom. This kind of insurance never hurts. Be sure to tell your
friend any information that may help you find in an emergency;
★ If you are detained by the police, never admit anything or sign
anything. Even with evidence, it is best to remain silent;
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★ Do not take too much to the first meeting. You should not take
credit or bank cards with you; just grab the ID you plan to use;
★ Check for HIV and other STDs regularly. This should be done at
least three times a year. Be sure to discuss safe sex with potential
sexual partners;
★ If the situation is still out of control and something illegal happens,
contact your local organization for the protection of human rights
or the LGBT community. Find out about organizations in your area
that provide legal support, in particular LGBT groups or general
human rights organizations.
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HOOKUPGEEK’s Final Thoughts
So, guys, we seem to have it all completed! We do hope that HOOKUPGEEK’s
Datingology a
 nti-review was really of use for you, and you’ve been successful in
finding your best hookups and dates! What’s more HOOKUPGEEK believes that
you’re gonna have even more success in having those horny experiences ever!
Be sure to carry on using HOOKUPGEEK for your kinky purposes with the hottest
and lustful partners of your choice! We’ve got too much to show you and you ain’t
be able to fail with us! So, from now on, you’re gonna have the horniest practices
with the most credible dating and hookup sites and apps!

Bonus

HOOKUPGEEK’s List Of The Best Dating Services
USERS CHOICE
1. OkCupid (WINNER)
2. Established Men (Nominated)
3. Happn (Nominated)
4. Fubar (Nominated)
THE BEST DATING APP
1. PoF (WINNER)
2. Zoosk (Nominated)
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3. Bumble (Nominated)
4. Badoo (Nominated)
THE BEST DATING SITE
1. PoF (WINNER)
2. Age Match (Nominated)
3. BlackPeopleMeet (Nominated)
4. Secret Benefits (Nominated)
THE BEST HOOKUP APP
1. CoffeeMeetsBagel (WINNER)
2. Zoosk (Nominated)
3. Bumble (Nominated)
4. Badoo (Nominated)
THE BEST HOOKUP SITE
1. Ashley Madison (WINNER)
2. SnapFuck (Nominated)
3. InstaBang (Nominated)
4. USASexGuide (Nominated)
THE BEST COUGAR SITE
1. LonelyWifeHookup (WINNER)
2. OurTime (Nominated)
3. Adult Friend Finder (Nominated)
4. FirstMet (Nominated)
THE BEST GAY SITE
1. Taimi (WINNER)
2. Blendr (Nominated)
3. Zoosk (Nominated)
4. BeNaughty (Nominated)
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THE BEST LESBIAN SITE
1. PinkSofa (WINNER)
2. GirlfriendsMeet (Nominated)
3. HER (Nominated)
4. Hinge (Nominated)
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